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David Schnell graduated from the Hochschule in Leipzig in 2002, where he 
moved in the mid-nineties to study painting under Professor Arno Rink. In a 
recent interview, Rink explained how the Berlin wall protected the art in the 
former GDR against the influence of Joseph Beuys and it was this traditional 
teaching that, after being rejected in Düsseldorf, motivated Schnell to move 
East.1 For Streifzuege (voyage of discovery), his first showing in the UK, Schnell 
has selected twenty paintings spawning the last four years of production, mostly 
dispersed in private collections between the U.S and Korea.  
 
On first sight his paintings occupy the landscape genre, yet he crosses over into 
cyber and other fictional spaces. Departing from a one-point perspective the 
viewer is led towards a place without people, without cultural footprints, perhaps 
without human meaning. While in Schnell´s earlier works one can observe a 
straight dedication to architectural design, often appearing lofty or utopian as in 
the case of the flying shed in Lakeside Cabin (2002), this commitment has 
somehow diminished in his latest production. Now Schnell seems to be obsessed 
with breaking-apart constructed landscapes and complacent by suggesting 
architectures like wooden barns, which emerged when the artist begun painting 
over already existing panoramas. These ´furniture of the countryside` render his 
paintings more abstract but also create sceneries that lie somewhere in between 
the artificial, the rural and the urban, manouvering between the mysterious and 
the unreal.  
 
In his work, Schnell combines an artificial colour spectrum with the aesthetics of 
digital assemblage. This modus operandi perhaps becomes most apparent in Set 
of poles 3 (2003) or Poles in May (4) (2004), reminiscent of the Spreewald 
forests of Eastern Germany with its dense population of towering trees, or the 
architectural labyrinths one is forced to navigate in the latest video-gaming 
culture. Combined with a somehow liberating exit looming on the horizon, the 
sensation of passing through a 3D animation is asserted by the settings lack of 
intimacy which in turn offers the calculated coolness of the solitary computer 
runner. The viewer is furthermore confronted with a longing to overcome gravity 
and the utopian idea of flying through space, possibilities which do not emerge in 
the works of other Leipzig painters like Neo Rauch for example where socialist 
realism and pop art are the dominating themes. Schnell, who spent a lot of time 
riding BMX bikes before he started to paint, elaborates on his desire to take 
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gravity away from its architectural surroundings on canvas instead of in the urban 
sprawl. This fascnination is manifested through the furnishing of the depicted 
prospect with flying reels, clay pigoens, swings and what appear to be flying 
saucers.   
It is thus the juxtaposition of velocities in the gravitating objects versus the 
deconstruction of mostly wooden structures that put the viewer in the position of 
the wanderer we know from paintings by Casper David Friedrich, yet in the case 
of Schnell´s work with an albeit imaginary joy-stick in the hand. All of the works in 
his oeuvre agree on the use of a grid, which provoke a systematic and almost 
designed way of working, whilst motion is kept alive when the artist leaves bits of 
preliminary drawing, empty patches and partial over painting visible. 
 
While Turner and van Gogh were inspired by landscapes of mediterranean 
countries, as it was only there where they could find that delirium of light to 
release their emotions, Schnell sticks to surroundings closer to his studio. Neither 
a romantic nor a realist it is in paintings like Swing (2004) where he introduces 
multiple directions and moves away from the focal perspective into a pink burning 
sky.  
As some scientists have suggested chaos can reveal a certain order, and Schnell 
breaks up systems, which frequently occur in western architecture by introducing 
a concrete canal (Rinne, 2004) or a post box (Post, 2004) in the midst of pine 
woods where they are least expected. Unlike some of his historical predecessors 
this painter is not operating En plein air, but treats each piece of landsapce 
encountered as a stage where depth gains artificiality and improportionality. 
voyage of discovery presented in London converses with a geometric garden 
scenery complete with access to the canal and the peaks of the trees, visible 
through the large gallery windows on ground and first floor. Instead of some fast 
paced vehicle lost in gravity a small plastic boat rests on the pond and waits for 
its next human encounter. 
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